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We see daily that the policies and direction Biden is attempting to take this country is failing. Yet all he can do 

is fly off to Asia for a meeting that really did not resolve any issues or solve any problems facing the world or 

even facing this country, but what it did do was create more confusion for the world and those of us at home to 

try to figure out exactly what did he say and mean and what was his exact purpose for taking the trip. This 

country has serious problems confronting it and has for some time since he took office, and per the latest polling 

results this Administration, or in particular this President, does not have a clue on how to fix it or it is, he and 

they within his administration just do not care and do not want to fix it.  

 

On December 31, 2021, the New York Post published a graph predicting the outlook of the country for the 

upcoming year of 2022. At that time, 53% of those polled stated that under Biden “2022 will be an extremely 

bad year.” (12/31/2021, Moore, M.) As per the recent polling figures as posted on www.realclearpolitics.com, 

55.2% Disapprove of the President’s performance and that 69.4.% think the President is taking the country in 

the wrong direction. What does that say? Then, given the other major issues currently facing this country, the 

President’s rating is not getting any better. On Immigration, 59.2 % disapprove of his actions, on the economy, 

59.9% disapprove of his actions, yet he can travel to Asia to participant in an unnecessary and unwarranted trip. 

Issues facing this country are serious and concerning and for the so-called leader of the free world to say, “The 

country is going through a tough transition at this time,” really shows he does not have any true concern for 

Americans and what they are currently experiencing. 

 

The national average of gas, the prices we are paying at the pump, is horrendous and this man says it is due to a 

tough transition. Per the AAA website today, the following chart shows what we in this country are going 

through currently at the pump: 

  

Gas Prices Regular Mid-Grade Premium Diesel 

Current $4.599 $4.976 $5.265 $5.544 

Yesterday $4.598 $4.976 $5.263 $5.5.49 

A month ago $4.123 $4.513 $4.796 $5.077 

A year ago $3.036 $3.375 $3.646 $3.177 

 

These increases are real and are not a figment of anyone’s imagination and it is only because he eliminated our 

oil production trying to “transition” this country to a non-existent infrastructure. Cost of everything is on the 

http://www.realclearpolitics.com/


rise not because of a fictitious statement that “Putin caused this”, , but it goes to the one 

and only cause for the rise in prices and all the other problems facing this country: . 

       

 

The daily increases of gas prices has a ripple affect on everything in this country that we as Americans need or 

want to do or have done. If you can name it, the cost has gone up. The price the farmers charge to harvest their 

goods is going up due to rising fuel cost to run the farm equipment, the cost to have those goods delivered to 

markets is going up due to rising fuel cost to operate the delivery trucks, the cost restaurants charge to 

customers to eat for the cost of the food delivered to the markes for them to cook has gone up, the cost to have 

the repairman (no matter the reason for the call) to come out to your home for a repair or service call has gone 

up due to fuel increases to operate his or her truck, the cost of manufacturing goods for the fuel cost to run the 

production engines at the plants have gone up, the cost to dig natural resources out of the ground for production 

for the cost to operate the heavy equipment have gone up, the cost of heating and cooling our home has gone 

up, the cost of having an ambulance come to home to take a love one or ourself to the emergency room all has 

gone up due to the rising fuel prices to operate the ambulance. Then if that is not bad enough, the cost to have 

gas delivered from the refineries to the local service stations has gone up due to the cost to operate the fuel 

tankers has gone up, we can’t even get the gas delivered without paying a higher price. 

 

The smallest inconsequential item you can think of or imagine has been raised in price due to the inadequacies 

of a President promoting failed polices. The failed supply chain issues of getting goods from our ports to the 

stores, i.e., the baby formula shortages, are all contributed to this one man’s failed economic strategies. Pick any 

issue, inflation, immigration, lack of supporting the police, democracy, eduction, health care, it does not matter. 

No one of these issues is greater than the other for they all are important and are impacting every American 

daily with profound effects and nothing, not one thing substantial from this administration or President is being 

done to fight these problems.  



 

Journalism and journalist currently fall into one of two catagories. One, they totally ignore the problems and 

continue on with their tired and worn out rhetoric that Trump cause the problem or, they point out daily the 

issues facing this country and how the problems are compounding one on top of the other but with no real 

resolve or answer on how to fight it. Then to add insult to injury, for those journalist and reporters and even 

upset Parents that are willing to point out the failedness of this administration and the failedness of this 

leadership, then they themselves become victimized and critised as white supremists, nazis, or domestic 

terrorists. When will all this madness end? 

 

The only hope we have as a country in the near future to fight off and possibly turn the tide and direction of this 

administration will be the upcoming mid-term elections. Unless the makeup of Congress has occurred with the 

possible results of these elections, I fear there will be no change. There is a glimmer of hope however, for some 

within this Presidents own party are seeing how bad he is and they do not want to be associated with this man 

and his policies when they run for re-election. Having persons occupying the White House and Congress only 

being concerned with global warning and climate change, when all Americans can not afford to put gas in their 

vehicles to get work, put food on their table to feed their families, or be fearful for their life when out at the 

store or at home, has to come to an end and everyone is seeing these individuals for what they really are, leftest 

extremetist promoting failed socialist agendas. The good news is these individuals for months have been 

hollering they want to protect democracy, well democracy will soon be slapping them in the face when the 

people vote them out of office. 


